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Abstract
Nanoindentation is a non-destructive and simple method to measure important mechanical properties of materials. According to the analysis
of Oliver and Pharr e.g. Young’s modulus and hardness can determine directly from a measured load-displacement curve [1]. Indirectly the loaddisplacement curve contains the whole stress-strain behavior of the material although it is not directly accessible [2]. Thus the determination of the
stress-strain curve from a given load-displacement curve leads to an inverse problem. Several approaches and methods have been developed in order
to solve the inverse indentation problem. On the one hand there are approaches based on dimensional analysis [3–7]. On the other hand optimization
algorithms were developed. A main problem is that the inverse problem is ill-posed and thus the uniqueness of the inverse solution is often not granted
[8,9]. Different material parameter can lead to indistinguishable load-displacement curves. This problem occurs although multiple indenter algorithms
are used [10]. In a first step this paper shows for a power-law material behavior (σ=Kεn) the problem of non-uniqueness in inverse analysis using an
optimization algorithm. In case of a single indenter optimization process the inverse solution is not unique and there is an infinite number of material
parameter combinations leading to indistinguishable load-displacement curves. In a second step an energy based mathematical analysis of the problem
is introduced, which shows that a mathematical relationship between all possible inverse solutions exists. In order to extract a unique solution a second
indenter with a different geometry (different apex angle) is used. The second indenter leads due to changed applied strain field to a second set of inverse
solutions and a second mathematical relationship. In case of the two parameters of the power-law the unique solution can be calculated from the two
derived equations. This procedure was subsequently checked and verified with finite-element calculations.
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Introduction

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a load-displacement
curve
including
important
important
indentation
parameters.

Nanoindentation is often used in mechanical characterization
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Fabian Pöhl.

of materials. During an experiment an indenter penetrates
normally into the surface of a material. At the same time there are
measured simultaneously load P and penetration depth h. The plot
of load and indentation depth leads to the load-displacement curve,
which is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The classical analysis
of the load-displacement curve according to Oliver and Pharr
allows directly the calculation of important mechanical material
properties such as hardness and Young’s modulus [1].
Several research works have shown that a relationship
between the load-displacement curve and the stress-strain curve
of a material exists but it is not directly accessible [2]. The resulting
inverse problem is addressed by dimensional analysis as well as
optimization algorithms [3–7]. Optimization algorithms minimize
the error between a measured and simulated (Finite-ElementMethod) load-displacement curve by adjusting the material
parameters within the FE-model. The main problem is related to the
non-uniqueness of the inverse solution [8,9]. That means different
material parameter combinations can lead to indistinguishable
load-displacement curves. This problem has not been solved
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although multiple indenter algorithms were developed [10]. Within
this work a mathematical relationship between possible inverse
solutions is derived and used to identify a unique solution of the
inverse problem with a dual sharp inverse optimization algorithm
and a power-law material behavior. Figure 2 shows a typical stressstrain relationship of a power-law material. According to equation 1,
elasticity follows Hooke’s law and plasticity power-law hardening.
The power-law material model has got two independent variables
strength coefficient K and hardening exponent n. The yield stress y
is a dependent variable and given by equation 2.
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Young’s modulus is assumed to be known due to the fact that it can
be determined directly from the load-displacement curve with the
Oliver and Pharr method [1].

Figure 3: Geometry, mesh and boundary conditions of the
FE-model.

Figure 2: Typical uniaxial stress-strain curve of a powerlaw material with the material parameters yield stress y,
strength coefficient K, strain hardening exponent n, and
Young’s modulus E.
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Inverse Algorithm and FE-model
The general approach of an inverse optimization algorithm
is the minimization of the error between a given (measured) and
a simulated load-displacement curve by adjusting the material
parameters of the FE-model. The minimization process is
controlled by optimization/minimization methods and algorithms
such as Levenberg-Marquardt, Simplex, SiDoLo or Kalman [11–17].
The algorithms minimize an objective-function, which describes
the error between the two curves (e.g. the least squares error of
the load), under certain constraints. In this work the Simplex
minimization method according to Powell was used to minimize
the objective function by adjusting the material parameters of
power-law materials using FEM simulations [18,19]. The material
parameters of the power-law material are Young’s modulus E,
strength coefficient K and hardening exponent n (equation 1). The
Poisson’s ratio has got a minor influence on the curve and is 0.3 for
most metals. Hence Poisson’s ratio remains constant with 0.3. In
order to reduce the number of unknown material parameters the

FE-simulations were performed using the FE-software
ABAQUSr [20]. The FE-model is shown in Figure 3 and based on
prior work [21,22]. It is an axisymmetric 2D model with a rigid
conical indenter with an half apex angle α. Two conical indenter
geometries with different half apex angles are modeled for the dual
sharp inverse algorithm (α = 70.3° and 80°). The dimensions of the
whole modeled specimen area are 100 x 100 micron. Simulations
were carried out displacement-controlled, where the indenter
is indented into the specimen with a constant displacement (uy
= 1). All other degrees of freedom of the indenter are zero. The
sample is supported with symmetry boundary conditions along
the symmetry axis and floating supports along the lower edge. The
contact between indenter and sample is assumed to be frictionless.
The mesh is shown in Figure 3. The area near the contact is
meshed finely with quad dominated CAX4R elements with reduced
integration and hourglass control. In order to reduce the calculation
effort, the fine mesh near the contact region is converted to a coarse
mesh of quad CAX4R elements. The transition region between the
fine and coarse mesh consists of triangular CAX3 elements. The
total element number is 6121.

Results and Discussion

For validation a pseudo-experimental load-displacement
curve with known material parameters was simulated. The input
material parameters are 2500MPa for strength coefficient K and
0.3 for hardening exponent n. The Young’s modulus E and the
Poisson’s ratio remain constant with 210GPa and 0.3, respectively.
The pseudo-experimental load-displacement curve is used as input
data for the single indenter inverse algorithm in order to identify
the known input material parameter. Figure 4 shows the pseudoexperimental load-displacement curve as well as three obtained
inverse solutions using different start parameters within the
optimization procedure. None of the inverse solutions is consistent
with the input material parameters, although the load-displacement
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curves are. That shows clearly the problem of non-uniqueness.
Different parameter combinations can lead to indistinguishable
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load-displacement curves. Thus, all those material parameter
combinations are possible inverse solutions.

Figure 4: Indistinguishable inverse solutions for a power-law material behavior with constant Young’s modulus E = 210GPa

a.Inverse solutions for an half apex angle of α= 70.3°
b.Inverse solutions for an half apex angle of α= 80°.

Figure 5 shows the stress-strain curve of two inverse
solutions. Although both curves are completely different, they
lead to indistinguishable load-displacement curves. In the case of
indistinguishable load-displacement curves the same amount of
work is done for the elastic and plastic deformation of the material.
In uniaxial tensile test the area beneath the stress-strain curve is
related to the work that is done during the experiment. Thus, in
order to achieve two indistinguishable load-displacement curves
with different stress-strain curves the area underneath the stressstrain curves needs to be equal. During the indentation process a
strain field is applied by the indenter. In case of a self-similar conical
indenter the applied strain field is constant with respect to the
indentation depth h. Consequently the area underneath the stressstrain curve needs to be equal until a specific strain (εm) value
for all possible inverse solutions. Figure 5 shows the formulated
criterion for two obtained inverse solutions of the single indenter
algorithm. The elastic part of the stress-strain curve has got a
minor influence on the area underneath the curve and the Young’s
modulus is assumed to be measured directly. Thus, only the plastic
part of the stress-strain curve is taken into account.
The area A is given by equation 3. It leads to a simple
relationship between the parameters K and n (equation 4). The
unknown parameters σm and εm in equation 4 can be determined
with two inverse solutions or a fit to additional found solutions.

ε

=
A ∫0 m K ε n d ε ≠ σ ε
m m
		 σ m ( n +1)
K =

ε mn

(3)

(4)

The three obtained inverse solutions lead to σm = 829MPa and
εm = 0.0581 for the half apex angle α= 70.3° and the considered

example. Figure 6 shows the resulting curve. Further found inverse
solutions by the optimization algorithm are also given in the plot
and are in good agreement with the curve. It shows that possible
inverse solutions can be calculated according to equation 5. This
equation illustrates the relationship between the two parameters
K and n. For an increasing hardening exponent n the strength
coefficient K needs to increase in order to achieve indistinguishable
load-displacement curves. An increasing hardening exponent
causes a drop of the stress-strain curve. This drop can be equalized
by an increased strength coefficient leading to the same area
beneath the stress-strain curve to the mean strain εm.

Figure 5: Geometry, mesh and boundary conditions of the
FE-model.

K =

829( n +1)
0.0581n

MPa

(α=70.3°)

In the case of the two material parameters K and n and the
conical indenter with a half apex angle of 70.3° the possible inverse
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solutions are illustrated by the curve in Figure 6. The inverse
problem has got an infinite number of possible solutions that all
result in indistinguishable load-displacement curves. To overcome
the problem of non-uniqueness a second conical indenter with
a half apex angle of 80° is established, which leads to a different
induced strain field in the material and thus to another set of
inverse solutions. Figure 4 shows the pseudo-experimental loaddisplacement curve for the known material parameters and the
half apex angle of 80° as well as three different inverse solutions.
According to equation 4 the parameters m and “m are determined
to 662MPa and 0.0276 for = 80° (equation 6).

Figure 6: Fit of equation 4 to three inverse solutions and
further determined inverse solutions that agree with the fit

K =

662( n +1)
0.0276n

MPa

(α=80°)
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Figure 7 shows that in case of two unknown parameters a
unique solution can be calculated using two different indenter
geometries and equation 4. The identified inverse solution is in
very good agreement with the input parameters of the pseudoexperimental load-displacement curve. The error of the strength
coefficient K is 1.4 % and that one of the hardening coefficient n
is 0.2%.

Summary and Conclusion

The inverse solution of an optimization algorithm is often not
unique although multiple indenters are used. In the work presented
an inverse optimization algorithm based on the Simplex method
was used to identify inverse solutions. For a given half apex angle
of a conical indenter a set of inverse solutions can be identified
which leads to indistinguishable load-displacement curves. An
energy based analysis of the problem shows that a mathematical
relationship between possible inverse solutions exists (Equation
4). In the case of the two parameters strength coefficient K and
hardening exponent n of the power-law the possible inverse
solutions are described by a curve. On the one hand the relationship
shows the problem of non-uniqueness. On the other hand it offers
the opportunity to determine a unique solution with a second
indenter that has got a different half apex angle α. The different half
apex angle induces a different applied strain field in the sample.
Thus, a different set of inverse solutions and a second inverse
solution curve can be obtained. A unique inverse solution can then
easily be calculates and is the intersection of both curves. The
FEM-investigations show that this procedure is a practical method.
A pseudo-experimental load-displacement curve with known
material parameters was used for validation. The identified inverse
solution was in very good agreement with the pseudo-experimental
in-put parameters. The error between the input parameters and
the inverse determined is 1.4 % for strength coefficient K and
hardening exponent n 0.2 %. The procedure is summarized in
Appendix A. Though, the study showed the principal potential to
uniquely identify the material parameters from sharp indentation
aspects such as the sensitivity and the practical application of the
procedure have to be analyzed and discussed.

Appendix

Dual-sharp inverse algorithm:

Figure 7: Determination of unique inverse solutions.

The second indenter geometry affords a second curve of
possible inverse solutions with σm=662 MPa and εm= 0.0276
(equation 6). Due to the different strain field the curve is different
from that one of the 70.3° indenter. A unique solution can be
determined from the intersection of both curves, which can easily
be calculated. Figure 7 shows the two curves and the intersection,
which yields to the material parameters K = 2535.7989MPa and
n = 0.3007 (input parameter of pseudo-experimental curve: K =
2500MPa and n = 0.3).

Measure load-displacement curve with two different selfsimilar indenters (e.g. two different apex angles of a conical
indenter)
Determine Young’s modulus E according to Oliver and Pharr
and assume Poison’s ratio (known for most metals)

Obtain three or more inverse solutions for each indenter
geometry with a FEM-coupled optimization algorithm
K σ ( n +1) ε
Fit=
m
indenter geometries

−n

to the three inverse solutions of both

Intersection of both solutions is unique inverse solution of the
problem (Figure 8).
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Figure 6: Fit of equation 4 to three inverse solutions and further determined inverse solutions that agree with the fit
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